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• Drive Productivity and Lower Costs? 

• Manage New Business Models, 
Governance and Risk? 

• Create Services and Generate New 
Revenue? 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our approach is simple.  It is a four-step process.  Depending upon the needs of the business, we can help you with one step or two steps or three steps or all four steps.  It is up to you.  Simply put, our services help organizations enable architectures, a high-performing network, and business solutions. First, we engage customers through a highly-consultative, highly-participatory process to create a strategic architectural vision and IT roadmap which aligns business requirements with IT strategy.  From there, we assess and prepare the IT infrastructure for the transition to an architectural approach. This stage entails optimizing the network to ensure peak performance and greater operational efficiency. Through optimizing infrastructure, customers can drive greater operational efficiency and cost savings. For example, in an analysis of Cisco customers where we have helped drive an optimized infrastructure, we have helped customer drive IT costs down an average 20%.  After that, we help organizations adopt, implement and optimize architectures (collaboration, data center, borderless networks) and specific business and industry solutions that are aligned to address their specific business initiatives.  By harnessing an architectural approach and enabling technology solutions, organizations can help organizations driver greater innovation – including faster development of new products/services and enhanced business outcomes.  Customers leveraging IT to transform business processes (IT enabled organizations) on average reported that they see compound three-year growth rate 35% higher than their peers via innovation.Source: Cisco Advisory ServicesSource: “Avoiding the Alignment Trap” – Bain & Co.; 2008 report on importance of aligning IT with the business imperatives. 



Align Business and 
IT Strategy 

Envision IT Architecture 

Improve Operational 
Efficiency 

Optimize 
Infrastructure 

Increase Business Agility 
Enable Architectures 

 

Average Reduction in IT Costs with 
Optimized Network Infrastructure 

 

20% 
Three-Year Growth Higher Than Peers 
When Using IT to Transform Business 

 
 

35% 

Source: Cisco Services, Bain & Co 
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Presentation Notes
Our approach is simple.  It is a four-step process.  Depending upon the needs of the business, we can help you with one step or two steps or three steps or all four steps.  It is up to you.  Simply put, our services help organizations enable architectures, a high-performing network, and business solutions. First, we engage customers through a highly-consultative, highly-participatory process to create a strategic architectural vision and IT roadmap which aligns business requirements with IT strategy.  From there, we assess and prepare the IT infrastructure for the transition to an architectural approach. This stage entails optimizing the network to ensure peak performance and greater operational efficiency. Through optimizing infrastructure, customers can drive greater operational efficiency and cost savings. For example, in an analysis of Cisco customers where we have helped drive an optimized infrastructure, we have helped customer drive IT costs down an average 20%.  After that, we help organizations adopt, implement and optimize architectures (collaboration, data center, borderless networks) and specific business and industry solutions that are aligned to address their specific business initiatives.  By harnessing an architectural approach and enabling technology solutions, organizations can help organizations driver greater innovation – including faster development of new products/services and enhanced business outcomes.  Customers leveraging IT to transform business processes (IT enabled organizations) on average reported that they see compound three-year growth rate 35% higher than their peers via innovation.Source: Cisco Advisory ServicesSource: “Avoiding the Alignment Trap” – Bain & Co.; 2008 report on importance of aligning IT with the business imperatives. 



Envision IT 
Architecture 

Optimize 
Infrastructure 

Enable Architectures  

Estimated ROI over outsourced 
service 

 

10-15% 
98%  

Server virtualization 
 
 

33%  
Faster deployment 

 

3-5 year 
Architecture blueprint 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simply put, our services help organizations enable architectures, a high-performing network, and business solutions. First, we engage customers through a highly-consultative, highly-participatory process to create a strategic architectural vision and IT roadmap which aligns business requirements with IT strategy.  From there, we assess and prepare the IT infrastructure for the transition to an architectural approach. This stage entails optimizing the network to ensure peak performance and greater operational efficiency. Through optimizing infrastructure, customers can drive greater operational efficiency and cost savings. For example, in an analysis of Cisco customers where we have helped drive an optimized infrastructure, we have helped customer drive IT costs down an average 20%.  (Source: Cisco Advisory Services)After that, we help organizations adopt, implement and optimize architectures (collaboration, data center, borderless networks) and specific business and industry solutions that are aligned to address their specific business initiatives.  By harnessing an architectural approach and enabling technology solutions, organizations can help organizations driver greater innovation – including faster development of new products/services and enhanced business outcomes.  Customers leveraging IT to transform business processes (IT enabled organizations) on average reported that they see compound three-year growth rate 35% higher than their peers via innovation; Source: “Avoiding the Alignment Trap” – Bain & Co.; 2008 report on importance of aligning IT with the business imperatives.   At each stage of the journey moving from a standardized to truly optimized architecture, organizations can drive operational effectiveness and innovation.



Virtualize 

Automate 

Cloud 

Consolidate 

• Increase utilization of data center assets 
• Provide secure access to desktops anywhere 

• Simplify enterprise application provisioning 
through automation and orchestration 

• Reduce operating costs and improve control 

• Develop and validate cloud strategy 
• Implement enterprise private cloud 
• Enable public cloud 

• Consolidate and migrate data centers 
• Improve infrastructure utilization 
• Reduce energy costs 
• Ensure security 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CONSOLIDATION SERVICESCisco  delivers end-to-end DC consolidation services  that consolidate network, storage and server resources and enable customers to benefit from unified fabric and unified computingCisco helps customers migrate and transition to Unified Fabric and Unified Computing, including migrating to and modernizing business applications on the UCS platform.We also deliver services in support of customers’ green initiatives and need to address rising energy and facilities costs.VIRTUALIZATION Cisco Virtualization Services enable customers to virtualize servers, extend virtualization across the data center, or implement a desktop virtualization solution.Comprehensive strategy services can help prepare your customer’s environment for virtualization, identify cost reductions and infrastructure gaps, and fine tune operations management.Planning and design services help speed implementation and mitigate the risks associated with the transition.AUTOMATIONCisco helps tightly integrate  the UCS with a customer’s existing Cisco network, storage, server, and provisioning management systems using the advanced API of the Cisco Unified Computing System Manager.Cisco helps customers increase efficiency with IT automation products that save time, provide clear visibility, and strengthen control over operationsCLOUDCisco offers lifecycle services in support of cloud ranging from strategy to design and implementation.  The Cloud Strategy service employs in-depth analysis of current architecture and technology choices—with a focus on security—to determine the most appropriate cloud strategy, architecture and operations management, and cloud uses such as disaster recovery and compute as a service.The Cloud Planning and Design Service provides detailed designs for technology and management tools architectures, security, operations readiness, service-level agreements and chargeback, and migration planning.Cloud implementation services helps manage the migration from the current environment to a cloud architecture by staging and delivering application migration, provisioning, and service orchestration of the cloud computing environment.�SMART SERVICESAutomated and intelligence-based, smart services provide visibility and intelligence at the device, network, operations, and application layers, and constitute a critical cornerstone of Cisco Services vision to offer customers and partners a smart, personalized service experience and span Cisco Data Center foundational technologies and platforms.COLLABORATIVE PROFESSIONAL SERVICES, also knows as CPS:Collaborative Professional Services supports Cisco’s go-to-market strategy of collaboratingand enabling a broad ecosystem of partners to deliver comprehensive solutions to customers.  Data Center Collaborative Professional Services provides partners with access to Cisco engineering expertise, Smart Services innovation, best practices and proprietary methodologies they combine with their own services and expertise to cost effectively develop and deliver high value services in support of Cisco  Data Center solutions that include Nexus, UCS, WAAS and ACE.These assets can be reused for building a range of new services and .
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• Where should my data center be located? 

• How much space will I need? 

• How much availability do I need? 

• Do I have a “green” initiative to consider? 

• What are the security requirements? 

• How much is it going to cost? 

• How much power and cooling will I need? 

• What are the requirements to connect  
to the world? 



Onsite Quality  
Assurance 

Core and peripheral onsite quality control 
measures are implemented and confirmed  
to be compliant 

7 

Data Center Delivery 

Core and peripheral onsite quality control 
measures are implemented and confirmed  
to be compliant 

8 

Implementation  
Auditing 

All installation work is audited and reported to 
be verified prior to proceeding to delivery 
stages of project 

6 Qualification and Evaluation 

Any general contractors, construction 
partners and third parties are verified to be 
competent and qualified 

5 Detailed Facility Design 

Final changes and project requests are 
completed; architectural blueprints are issued 
to begin construction 

4 

IT Operative Alignment 

IT roadmap and strategy reviewed to 
determine lifecycle alignment; efficiency, 
agility, scalability, risk and cost are examined 

3 

Discovery and Conceptual Design 

Current state architecture 
and priorities are examined; improved models 
are created and reconciled with stakeholders 

2 Site Selection and Verification 

Helps to determine the best physical 
geographies and site options based on user 
input and Cisco expertise 

1 



• DC project: 12,000 m2 35 MW with average PUE 
of 1.20 Tier 3 located in Covilha, Portugal 

• LEED and Uptime certification 

• DC project: 5,000 m2 10.5 MW with average PUE of 
1.34 Tier 3 located in Texas, US 

• DC project: 2,400 m2 5.0 MW with average PUE of 
1.20 Tier 3 located in Amsterdam, Netherlands 

• DC project: 1,400 m2 2.4 MW critical load with 
average PUE of 1.25 Tier 3 located in California, US 

• LEED certification 

• DC project: 1,200 m2 2.1 MW with average PUE of 
1.50 Tier 3 located in Bangalore, India  

• LEED and GRIHa certification 

Largest telecommunications SP in 
Portugal 

One of the largest electrical utilities 
in the US  
 

Global IT services company 
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• Cisco Data Center Business Advantage 

• End-to-end data center migration 
capabilities 

• Industry proven methodology to  
significantly reduce margin or error  

• Industry unique discovery capabilities to tackle most risks, 
even the hidden interdependencies  

• Best-in-class partnerships  

• Grow investment value well into 
the future   
 

Data Center Migration Methodology 

Migration 
Plan 

Architecture  
and Program 
Management   

Office 
 

Execute 
Migration 

Plan 
Move 

Groups 

Risk 
Analysis/ 
Mitigation 
Planning 

Migration 
Strategy 

Discovery 

“Across Entire IT Stack” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cisco employs this six-step approach because it is a proven methodology that is geared to understanding migration related risks and mitigating them early in the project life cycle, thus providing a repeatable level of success on large and complex projects such as <CUSTOMER>’s. This holistic approach significantly reduces the project execution time and provides a confident path to on-time completion that is unrivaled by others. Each of these steps is described in detail below, but the initial part of the process begins with a unique Discovery Process that looks at <CUSTOMER>’s business bilaterally to achieve established critical success factors.
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Cisco Data Center 

Data Center 
Virtualization Operations 

 Strategy and Technology  IT Stack 

Architecture and Program Management 

` 

Compute 

Network 

Facilities 

Business 

Application 

Information/ 
Data/Storage 

Business Continuity  
Disaster Recovery 

Application Migration 
Application Modernization 

Data Replication, Storage Array Migration 
Backup and Restore Strategy 

P2P, P2V Platform Migration 
Server Consolidation and Virtualization 

Network, Storage and SAN Migration 
Network and Storage Virtualization, Security 

UPS, Generators, Structured 
Cabling Assessment  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When approaching DC relocation and consolidation projects, Cisco takes a holistic approach in understanding the complexities involved. We use the above-referenced framework to understand all the essential logical, physical, and operational components required to successfully maintain your agreed-upon Application Service Level Agreements to your end users



Cisco Solution 

Customer Challenge 

Impact on Customer 

“As Cisco Services looked 
holistically at our environment, they 
were able to design an architecture 
that will service us for many years 
to come.  That is the primary 
benefit of engaging with them for 
us.”  

Amir Desai, Chief Information 
officer, Molina Healthcare 

• Deliver new data center that would support rapid business growth and a 90% 
virtualized environment  

• Ensure reliable and consistent access to business applications across 65 offices 

• New data center encompasses 20,000 square feet and houses 300–400 physical 
machines, 700–800 operating instances, and four storage area networks 

• Data center planning, design, migration and implementation services for high-
performance access to centralized applications 

• Completed consolidation and migration on time and within budget, reducing circuit, 
energy, facility, and staffing costs. 

• Reduced time spent deploying new data center components by 33 percent 
• Achieved 80 percent reduction in application traffic over network 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CUSTOMER BACKGROUND: Leaders in providing healthcare for financially vunerable individuals and families Arranges for the delivery of healthcare services or offers health information management solutions for nearly 4.3 million individuals and families Industry: HealthcareCHALLENGE:Molina Healthcare, Inc. provides Medicaid-related solutions that serves 1.5 million membersNeeded to:Prepare for growth, new IT services and electronic health recordsEnsure reliable and consistent access to business applications across 65 officesCISCO APPROACHSolution: New data center that provides high-performance access to centralized applicationsCisco Services:Talked with business units to understand the business processesCorrelated applications with traffic flowHelped design and implement data center infrastructure and lay foundation for new  IT servicesBUSINESS OUTCOME:Accelerated time spent deploying new data center components by 33 percentAchieved 80 percent reduction in application traffic over networkSignificantly reduced monthly data center costsChallengeData Center to support business transformation and a 90% virtualized environmentSupport rapid business growth: In past 3 years membership grew 40%Support  expanded collaboration capabilitiesEnvisioning the ArchitectureCollaboration, Data Center & UCS Solutions Planning, design, migration, security, and implementation BenefitsReduced CostsReduce data center circuit, energy, facility, and staffing costs. Expect a 20% cost savings with UCS alone. SimplificationGreatly simplify data center managementComplete consolidation and migration of data center on time and within budgetCollaborationCollaboration solutions save company 10%, cut meeting time in half, and accelerated time to resolutionMolina employees are finding that meetings have become more efficient. Being engaged in dialogue directly with another person has reduced meeting times from 60 to 90 minutes down to 30 to 45 minutes and also enabled people to answer questions or resolve issues more quickly. A second benefit of the implementing Cisco TelePresence and Cisco MeetingPlace® is reduced time and costs associated with travel. Collaboration tools have saved millions of dollars of travel costs while accelerating productivity.FULL CASE STUDY:http://www.cisco.com/en/US/services/ps2961/case_study_molina_datacenter.pdfVideo: Molina/Collaboration http://newsroom.cisco.com/dlls/videos/molinacollab_111909.html?sid=BAC-NewsWireVideo: Molina/Data Center http://www.cisco.com/web/services/casestudy/video/molina_services.wmv
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“The network has never been more 
critical for business…Cloud is both 
the biggest opportunity and biggest 
challenge. Not only will it reduce 
risk and cost, it will dramatically cut 
time to market and speed up 
application delivery.  The journey to 
cloud also frees up money to invest 
in innovation.” 

Tony Kerrison, CTO 

Customer Challenge 

Cisco Solution 

Impact on Customer 

• Provide a consistent, satisfying experience for customers at every point of interaction 

• Raise the bar of IT performance and service availability 

• Required a virtualized environment with virtual desktop solution that could quickly grow 
and scale; managed in-house 

• Vblock-based solution: Unified Computing System, VMware view, V-Max storage 

• Professional services for planning, design, and oversight of implementation with WiPro 

• Ease of implementation and support led to faster return on investment and faster time to 
market than initially planned 

• Reduced risk and cost versus doing in-house 

• Successful roll-out of VDI to over 26,000 users 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Customer Experience and IT:https://videosharing.cisco.com/vportal/VideoPlayer.jsp?ccsid=C-27418378-18d8-4815-9ee7-de7b01ec73f1:1Borderless Organisations:https://videosharing.cisco.com/vportal/VideoPlayer.jsp?ccsid=C-488aaec3-a2ae-4ad0-b8de-d8d15b676baf:1The Changing Role of the CTO:https://videosharing.cisco.com/vportal/VideoPlayer.jsp?ccsid=C-2d6422fe-b900-4ae1-aeee-ef71a6021981:1Operational Excellence and IT:https://videosharing.cisco.com/vportal/VideoPlayer.jsp?ccsid=C-0d725d7d-6a6b-4d0b-9b00-d94388375a16:1#Innovation and IT:https://videosharing.cisco.com/vportal/VideoPlayer.jsp?ccsid=C-ce6ddba8-eb9e-4a27-b460-c5b6c354bbb0:1ING handles banking, insurance, and asset management, operating in 40 countries with 85 million customers. It’s vision is to be the preferred bank for its customers. Challenge: Increase customer satisfaction and provide consistent customer experienceBecome a device independent organization that provides greater mobility offering access to information anytime, anyplace, on any deviceImprove operations and save moneyDevice independent organization translates to significant real estate savings, provides a cost effective alternative to replace laptops and desktops, decreases chance of data leakageIntegrate locations, people, process, and systems in ways that weren’t possible before.Competitive advantage
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“We received great support 
from Cisco Services in 
helping us test and deploy the 
implementation on 
schedule...We were pleasantly 
surprised with Cisco’s 
expertise and depth of 
experience with Cisco UCS, 
Oracle, and data center 
technologies.” 

Paul Di’Vittorio 
Director of Private Cloud 
Architecture 

Customer Challenge 

Cisco Solution 

Impact on Customer 

• Existing RISC infrastructure was at capacity, end of life 

• Poor performance hampered user productivity 

• EMC had clear path to cloud computing 

• Cisco Unified Computing System  

• Cisco Services: Cisco Unified Computing Migration and Transition  

• Improved application response and batch run times by up to 20 minutes 

• Greatly simplified management and improved provisioning productivity 

• Significantly lowered costs and complexity while increasing scalability and flexibility 
• Mitigated risk and accelerated optimization and deployment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Case study: http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/collateral/ns340/ns517/ns224/cisco_emc_risc_migration_case_study.pdfChallengeRely on Oracle e-business suite for manufacturing, finance, quoting, customer service, professional services, sales, and marketing operationsCRM system supports 40,000 users with peak usage of more than 4,000 concurrent users7 years ago, Oracle e-business suite applications were deployed on UNIX/RISC platformDuring this time EMC’s business grew and the number of transactions processed rose exponentiallyRISC system were end of service and could no longer support EMC required business service levels, in spite of numerous costly upgrades and optimization efforts; RISC could not meet virtualization requirementsNew solution needed to:Handle migration of Oracle applications to Linux-based systemsMigrate without affecting EMC business operationsControl costsSolutionUCS with B440 blade servers, Intel Xeon processers, and Cisco Virtual Interface cardsMigration was based on 6 Cisco UCS blade servers with a 10 Gb Ethernet Oracle RAC interconnect that was pre-integrated with Cisco UCS converge networking feature. EMC used its Symmetrix VMAX storage array for back-end storage to the Cisco UCS.Cisco Unified Computing Migration and Transition ServiceDelivered by team members whose Oracle expertise enables customers to optimize Oracle application performanceWorked with EMC to create resilient high- and low-level designs and interconnect the network design to ensure there were no single points of failureUsed the Cisco Validated Design for Oracle Real Application Cluster to ensure ongoing resiliency and formal certification of EMCs Oracle RAC deploymentDelivered comprehensive test plan which enabled EMC to validate the deployment resiliency prior to the UCS launch; helped EMC avoid potential performance issues after production and to gain deeper insight into the underlying technologyNew architecture enabled EMC to triple the number of nodes in a cluster, compared with the previous platform, and improve application performanceResultsPerformance testing delivered improvements that were 20x faster than existing RISC-based system (example: customer service quote renewal transactions improved from 11.5 to 5.6 seconds)Migration cutover was achieved on schedule and with no user impactUCS significantly lowered costs by reducing infrastructure requirements (fewer switches, servers, adapters, cables) and uses less energy thereby reducing power and cooling costsData center management is greatly simplified by only one wire for SAN, NAS, iSCSi, single management, rapid provisioningCisco Services helped EMC accelerate optimization and deployment, brought deep expertise on both UCS and Oracle applications, and provided direct access to engineering experts. 
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Essential Infrastructure 
for Building Clouds 

Solutions for Deploying 
Cloud Services 

For customers to deploy 
fully-tested, best-of-breed 

cloud services 

Innovation to Accelerate 
Use  

of Clouds 

For users to access and 
collaborate using secure 

cloud services 

For customers to build and 
operate public or private 

clouds 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cisco’s strategy is very straight forward and draws upon our depth of experience in the internet and networking.  In cloud computing we focus on three types of customersProvide the essential building blocks, architectures, and integrated systems for CUSTOMERS BUILDING CLOUDS(these are our core switching and routing products, our network services, and unified computing systems which radically simplifies the building the cloud-based infrastructure)Work with best-of-breed partners, to provide fully-tested, complete SOLUTIONS FOR CUSTOMERS DEPLOYING CLOUD SERVICESFor these customers we’ve worked closely with EMC, Vmware, BMC, NetApp, Redhat and others to deliver complete solutions which can dramatically shorten the time for a service provider or enterprise simply start to deploy cloud servicesAccelerate adoption of cloud computing for CONSUMERS AND BUSINESS USERS to collaborate and securely access cloud servicesWe strong believe there is a shift happening whereby users want to access services through a variety of different devices not just their desktops.  - telepresence, tablets, virtual desktops, all using the networkWe believe these pillars work together provides a way for Cisco to best serve it’s customers in their journey to the cloud.  While everyone talks about how easy it is to use cloud computing, little is said about how non-trivial it is to build clouds.  Cisco’s approach directly addresses this issue by providing higher-level building blocks for cloud providers, either public or private.
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THE TIME IS NOW | CISCO UNIFIED DATA CENTER 

  IT DEPENDS ON WHERE CUSTOMERS ARE 
  ON THE DATA CENTER JOURNEY 

INCREASED EFFICIENCY, AGILITY AND SIMPLICITY 

INCREASE CLOUD READINESS 

Virtualize the 
Environment 

Automate Service 
Delivery 

Consolidate Assets Standardize 
Operations 

 
 

Gain economies of 
scale by consolidating 
assets - network, 
computing and storage 

 

Simplify IT operations, 
by standardizing 
processes and 
introducing governance 
best practices 

Increase application 
and business agility 
through “pooled assets”   

 

Deliver standardized 
services and 
applications  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a look at a typical customer journey within the data center toward greater efficiciency aThis framework was created from work done jointly with DC Product Marketing and DC Board on how we characterize at a high level the customer journey. Each of these phases can be ongoing or parallel activities, as customers work to improve their infrastructure and increase their readiness for cloud.  The journey can begin when the customer consolidates a silo and builds out from there. This can happen in parallel or simultaneously. Yet consolidation is NOT always the first step. Tactical: moving from physical to virtual servers,   Sun RISC to Strategic: Consolidating data centersThe second step overlay processes on top (people, tools, ITIL mapped) Tactical:Single product /applicationStrategic: Entire App  or Entire Operating Process to ITIL modelVirtualization of the applications (APIs) is the 3rd step. Although virtualization tools and technologies are being used in the first phase (Consolidation) this step is more about “end to end” Data Center virtualization (across silos). This can only happen after standardization of the data center has taken place.Stragetic:Broader based  C/ S/ NAutomate: Process Tactical Tidal Sap run  automation of manual dailyStrategic:  Customers may want to consolidate, build an end to end virtualized architecture and and then go on to the next step of automation.
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THE TIME IS NOW | CISCO UNIFIED DATA CENTER 

Open Resilient Highly Secure Integrated Flexible Scalable 

  CISCO UNIFIED DATA CENTER 

Technology  
Innovation 

Integrated 
Solutions  
and Offers 

Benefits 

Application Ecosystem 

Agility 
Simplified 

Efficiency 

Cisco Data  
Center Services  

 
 
 
 

Private Cloud Business  
Continuity 

Virtual eXperience Infrastructure 

Application 
Evolution 

Unified Computing 
Unified  

Management 
Unified  
Fabric 
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5 Public Cloud 

4 Private Cloud 

3 Automated 

2 Virtualized 

1 Consolidated 

0 Legacy 

Largest Gaps / Effort Required 

Desired State 

Current State 

Gap 

   
 
Largest Gaps where we can add value: 
Mgmt/ Automation/ Orchestration/ DC Interface 
User Interface 
Service Mgmt/ Service Catalog 
Finance/ Chargeback 
Process/ Governance/ Opns 
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• Lack of agility 
• High cost of IT staff 
• Business-it dissonance 

Long Provisioning Times for New 
Services 

Lack of  
IT-Business 
Alignment 

• Low capacity utilization 
• High operating costs 
• Overcrowding of  datacenter 

• Labor-intensive, manual processes for 
service management 

Pressure to Move Towards 
Proactive SLA Management 

Lack of Centralized Control and 
Governance 

• High error rates due to disconnected 
processes 

• Infrastructure sprawl 

High Capital Costs Due to 
Provisioning for Peak Loads 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Long Provisioning Times for New ServicesAlso applicable to changes in servicesExample: application development and testingAnother impact: these groups start looking at public clouds, create internal dissatisfaction with IT, don’t realize security/compliance issues with public cloud.Need to Provision for Peak LoadsExamples: Disaster recovery – assets largely idle, need to leverage infrastructureDecision support systems – large data sets, high peaks and troughsERP/CRM – end-of-month/end-of-year seasonalityVDI – day/night fluctuations, temporary projects
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THE TIME IS NOW | CISCO UNIFIED DATA CENTER 

  HOW CISCO SERVICES CAN HELP 

INCREASED EFFICIENCY, AGILITY AND SIMPLICITY 

INCREASE CLOUD READINESS 

Virtualize the 
Environment 

Automate Service 
Delivery 

Consolidate Assets Standardize 
Operations 

 
 

For better server 
utilization    
Services 
• Applications 
• Accelerated 
Deployment   

 

For increased agility 
Services 
• DC Virtualization   
• API integration 
• Application 
Dependency Mapping 

For improved 
operational efficiency   
Services 
• DC Optimization 
• Operation Management 
• Technical Support 

For simpler delivery of IT 
Services 
Services 
• Cloud      
• Intelligent Automation 
• XaaS Deployment Models 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a look at a typical customer journey within the data center toward greater efficiciency aThis framework was created from work done jointly with DC Product Marketing and DC Board on how we characterize at a high level the customer journey. Each of these phases can be ongoing or parallel activities, as customers work to improve their infrastructure and increase their readiness for cloud.  The journey can begin when the customer consolidates a silo and builds out from there. This can happen in parallel or simultaneously. Yet consolidation is NOT always the first step. Tactical: moving from physical to virtual servers,   Sun RISC to Strategic: Consolidating data centersThe second step overlay processes on top (people, tools, ITIL mapped) Tactical:Single product /applicationStrategic: Entire App  or Entire Operating Process to ITIL modelVirtualization of the applications (APIs) is the 3rd step. Although virtualization tools and technologies are being used in the first phase (Consolidation) this step is more about “end to end” Data Center virtualization (across silos). This can only happen after standardization of the data center has taken place.Stragetic:Broader based  C/ S/ NAutomate: Process Tactical Tidal Sap run  automation of manual dailyStrategic:  Customers may want to consolidate, build an end to end virtualized architecture and and then go on to the next step of automation.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is it about the cloud computing that makes it so much more desirable as a model for how data centers are run?  Here we have a simplified model of an enterprise IT organization supporting multiple departments.  This same approach works for managed service providers if you imagine the departments are actually different customers or tenants.Watch what happens when the data center grows as more applications are added.  As each new application is added, a new system configuration is created consisting of a server, operating system, storage, and the app itself.  As more applications are added, the system grows in complexity.  There is very little scaling advantage.  Because each application setup took  getting approval, and months of development, even those apps that are only used occasionally never leave for fear the department wouldn’t ever get the servers back again.  This leads to the so-called “server hugging” and the resulting poor utilization and inflexible infrastructure.(While we are showing this for an enterprise, the same holds true for a managed services provider by viewing each application as a different tenant.)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the cloud computing model things are different.  In this case, the services organization provides a cloud infrastructure service, on top of which applications are deployed fully configured with their own operating system and configuration.   We have de-coupled the complexity of applications from the underlying infrastructure.  The application layer and the infrastructure layer are managed independently.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As shown in green, the infrastructure service provider is now responsible for provisioning and managing physical resources and running in essence the single “cloud infrastructure application” as a service across all resources.  This organization can therefore become very very efficient and almost completely automated, which dramatically reduces their costs.Of course, in a way, all we’ve done is to push the problem of application management up to the individual application owners or another part of the organization.  For some organizations, like the engineering department, this is just the way they want it anyway.  They would rather manage their applications without interference.  For others, this self-service model means they only have to pay for what they use.  This makes it  possible for them to move more quickly and be less dependent.  The need for application management doesn’t go away, but by separating it from the management of the infrastructure, it can be performed in a much more cost effective way.This de-coupling of the application layer from the physical infrastructure, along with self-service and automation is what makes cloud computing so much more cost effective.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
VM’s created with AMX provided Public IP schemeShared PVLAN between all customersSome service offering will include 2 VNIC’s per Virtual Machine, one connecting north bound for external connectivity and 1 pre-provisioned Backend connection for AMX management. Shared Aggregation layer VRF providing customer’s L3 gateway service for the VM’s.Shared Core VRF will be created, providing customer external access to the Internet 
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Presentation Notes
Cloud Automation Pack at this stage is mainly delivered through a services engagement
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As IT organizations implement cloud computing initiatives and projects, many are finding that the traditional data center operating structure and management models are barriers to realizing the benefits of cloud services.Build Order: 1 (infrastructure), 2 (intelligence), 3 (operation).Manages�IntelligencePolicy-BasedAutomationElasticityBuild-Up & Tear-DownManages AvailabilityDrives SLA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cisco’s own experience is a great example of the benefits cloud can bring to a business. Cisco Unified Computing and the automation benefits  from cloud transforms how IT meets business needs. It is targeted to reduce average server TCO by 37% and then another 27%, and server provisioning time is reduced from days/weeks to 15 minutes:Cisco IT is building and deploying an internal private Enterprise IaaS cloud called CITEIS (Cisco IT Elastic Infrastructure Services).CITIES will provide end-to-end IaaS to all business entities in CiscoCITEIS is a service-oriented solution architecture, leveraging technologies from Cisco (UCS, nexus, network) and partners (VMWare, later also EMC, Netapp).CITEIS went into Production in Nov ’09. By end-of-FY12, it will support 80% of all x86 workload in Cisco.As business demand evolves and SP offerings mature, CITEIS will evolve to a virtual private cloud, transparently integrating market-based IaaS (from public clouds).CITEIS is also freeing up IT staff time to focus on innovation and new business from the 70% previously spent on maintenance.Evolution Story (A->B->C)Traditional platforms without virtualization have a quarterly unit TCO of >$3,500 / quarter.Real-world execution of virtualization without changing the hardware or the design leads to a 37% reduction in average unit TCO.The adoption of unified computing and automation leads to an additional 27% reduction in average unit TCO. This comes from a number of factors: (i) unified I/O leads to more efficient usage of the overall infrastructure hardware (network/SAN), (ii) automation significantly reduces implementation and operation cost, (iii) expanded memory and Nexus 1000v in the DMZ result in increased virtualization rateNote that the virtualization rate does not stop at 59%. As technology keeps maturing and application vendors adjust their support agreements and license models, the trend will continue.Additional benefits: compute service provisioning agility. Moving to a self-service model substantially reduces the end-to-end delivery time. Cisco IT compute service consumers consider this to be a major benefit. Another benefit is the overall ‘quality’ of the configuration resulting from automation (reducing the number of incidents post configuration), and the resiliency for both planned and unplanned events enabled by virtualization.Longer-term cost benefits are expected from the reduction of high-end custom compute platforms (non-x86) onto x86.Details - internal use only:3 scenarios: A on the left, B in the middle, and C on the RightConfiguration (actual): non-Cisco 3rd party rack mount server, traditional Cat6k distribution & Cat4k Top-of-Rack acess layer, no virtualization. Physical unit TCO is $3,579/quarter.Configuration (actual): non-Cisco 3rd party rack mount server (as in A), traditional Cat6k distribution & Cat4k Top-of-Rack acess layer (same as A), real-world virtualization adoption for a large enterprise (Cisco IT, RCDN9 facility, 54% of OS instances virtualized as of Dec 1st, 2009). Average virtualization platform is around 2x4 Silver (2 cores, 4 GB memory, 50% resource reservation), at $1,025/quarter.Configuration (realistic target): Cisco unified computing system, Nexus 7000 network switches, Unified Fabric including Nexus 1000v in DMZ, server bay design (2x switch for 10x UCS chassis), Cisco IT Elastic Infrastructure Services (CITEIS) automation effort, 3-yr cost absorption plan for automation, automation enabled for virtual and bare-metal, virtualization increased to 59% based on (i) expanded memory footprint from UCS, (ii) adoption of virtualization enabled by Nexus1000v in DMZ. Unit costs drop to $2,592 and $742 for bare-metal and average virtual respectively.Common assumptions: Identical discount rate for non-Cisco 3rd party rack mount server and Cisco UCS. Identical CPU technology (Nehalem) and memory technology assumed in non-Cisco 3rd party compute hardware and Cisco UCS hardware.Costing based on real-world Tier-III facility (5.4 MW to the IT floor) actual spending, adjusted for like-for-like discount rate.Compute unit TCO includes: facility, power, equipment, software, automation, implementation and operational cost. Service offering scope includes: compute, core network, distribution network. Scope excludes: storage consumption, WAN, ISP connectivity.Capital cost absorption matching hardware lifecycle time of 3 yrs.
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Realize the Full Business Value of Your Technology Investments 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cisco Services provides you with networking expertise, a smarter service experience, the scale and expertise of a global partner ecosystem and innovative solutions.  In applying all this to your business, customers experience the benefit of value.  It is unique to your business and starts and ends with your business objectives.At the core of everything we do is our network expertise that we have built over 25 years as the leader in the networking industry. Cisco and our partners support hundreds of thousands of mission-critical networks around the world every day.  By working with customers day-in and day-out, we have gained a tremendous amount of experience. In applying that expertise, you, our customers, see another benefit—value. Value is in what you need.  It is unique to your business and starts and ends with your business objectives. We leverage our expertise to deliver an unparallel smart, personalized experience and innovation solutions capable of helping you to meet your business objectives by leveraging your technology investments. Finally, Cisco ‘s unique collaborative partner approach  combines the strengths of Cisco and our partners to provide you with access to best-in-class networking and IT expertise
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Presentation Notes
PatentsDCN:Arup: CPOL 959750 "Auto shut down line cards & power supplies"Haseeb: CPOL 956864 "Method to provide differentiated Network Services and Priorities to VPN Routers/Clients"Haseeb: CPOL 952589 "Framework for optimal SCTP Control Plane and Data Plane Security“Blaine: CPOL 959235 “Method and Apparatus for Remote Legacy Bus Access over High Speed Lossless Network”UC: CPOL 959789 Auto Registration Provisioning Tool (APT) submitted by Greg Jost, Imran Chaudhary and Talal SiddiquiPatent Submission – "Solving Cisco TelePresence Multipoint over-subscription problem with SIP Load-Balancer" Apparatus for phone power save – F.ChaudhryCISO thought LeadershipExxonServing on a Cisco Security Council Advisory Board to Exxon Requested to development and present Insider Threat to top XOM executivesCatholic Healthcare West (CHW)Moderated joint Cisco/CHW working group to assess CHW’s InfoSec programRequested as IT security advisor in re-developing CHW’s InfoSec programInstrumental in development and presentation of services proposal value $500kFederal/Industry ConferencesPresented DLP service to Northrop Grumman EBC - SeptemberInvited to participate in (ICS)2  government awards dinner - OctoberU. S. SenateAdvisor to CISO, Paul Grabow, in developing relationship with the FBI’s Insider Threat program officeRequested by Cisco Federal account team to participate in a Sender Authentication presentation with approximately 8 legislative agencies – OctoberPERS: Upgrading Phones over high Latency WANChallenge:Reduce extended amount of time phones take to successfully download their firmware and configuration files when high latency is present over the WANSolution: 1-Use of IP Phone as the TFTP server for the other phones via “peer to peer Image Distribution” option for specific phones such as 7970 and 7961.2. Use of local TFTP server and it’s IP address is pointed out to Cisco 7961 and Cisco 7970 via Phone ‘Product Specific configuration’ page “Load Server” option.3. Use of Cisco Wide Area Application Engine that enables branch-office server consolidation and performance improvements for centralized applications and provides remote users with LAN-like access to applications, storage, and content across the WAN.4. Use of local external TFTP server at the remote site (or Staging Facility) and point the IP phones to this local TFTP server via DHCP. Configuration files as well as TFTP firmware’s can be uploaded as well.Results:Increased productivity by reducing Staging & deployment time by 90%.Apparatus for Phone Power saveChallenge:Cisco is perceived as not having a powerful UC Green value proposition although the company’s Vision is to extend our ability to impact the environment in a positive way and foster a more energy Efficient methodology for the architecture, design and implementation of Cisco UC Products Product enhancements: 7970G phone power consumption during off-peak hours. 1- Phone use minimal power during off-peak hours just to maintain vital functions (time and OS)2-Option to half dimm the Phone LCDResults:Increased power saving and strengthen Cisco’s position and contribution to the Global Green initiative



Gain the Combined Expertise of Cisco and Our Partners 
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Presentation Notes
Networking Expertise Combined with our partners, we form the largest collection of certified IP experts in the world supporting the most complex networks. By working with customers day-in and day-out for more than 25 years, we have gained a tremendous amount of experience.  We think of expertise in terms of professional experts, information, and applied knowledge. Experts Customers Can Rely on We have professionals to assist customers in a range of disciplines: technical support engineers, network architects, application specialists, business consultants, and more. Plus, our partners have deep expertise in vertical industries and with customers’ specific businesses. Our technical experts are highly trained network and application software engineers averaging five years’ direct industry experience. Information Customers Can Trust We bring together design guides, configuration guides, troubleshooting guides, and case studies, referencing over 600 best practices. Customers with support contracts have authorized access to high-value technical resources and a growing number of tools. More than 90,000 technical documents are available to customers. Knowledge Customers Can Use Cisco Services help customers strengthen in-house IT expertise.  With knowledge transfer in every service interaction, each service experience provides a continuous learning opportunity for our customers as well as our partners. The key benefits of this—self-sufficiency and greater productivity—lead to a reduction in operating costs.  Our award-winning Cisco.com web site provides 24 hours-a-day access to a comprehensive collection of online product and technology information, interactive network management and troubleshooting tools, and knowledge transfer resources that can empower customers and help them reduce costs by increasing staff expertise and productivity.  77% percent of customer survey respondents stated that the Cisco.com support website helped them resolve a network issue on their own. Cisco Services Stats:.  Close to 12,000 service employees in over 180 countries.  7x24x365 support using follow-the-sun model.  17 languagesCisco Support Website.  Over 90,000 technical documents available on line.  Over 600 best practices referenced.  80% of issues solved online.  250,000 issues solved online per month.  2.8+ million unique visitors per month.  5.5+ million software downloads per monthCisco Support Community.  740,000 average unique visitors per month.  250,000 new registrations in 2010.  60,000 new discussions in 2010.  3,000 to 4,000 peer ratings per month.  Over 77,000 Facebook users and thousands of Twitter, YouTube and Linked In followersGlobal Footprint.  1,100 fulfillment depots.  Six major distribution centers.  88 repair depotsWorldwide Community of Cisco Partners We have over 200,000 partner reps worldwide. ~50,000 are authorized to service and support Cisco solutions. ~19,000 specialized partners & ~12,000 certified partners~ 200 distribution partners84,000+ partner employees hold certifications (CCIE/CCIP/etc)    
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Presentation Notes
Cisco is committed to providing you with a choice of partners so you can implement best-of-breed solutions that complement your current IT investments.  Below are just a few of our leading partners.Cisco’s partner ecosystem includes:1,100+ UC Specialized Partners    Managed Services we have currently 54 Partners 40 Technology Partners Consulting: Accenture, IBM, Cap Gem, McKinsey, Bain, CSC  Examples:SAP alliance: Working with SAP Enterprise Services to combine our services. Collaboration technologies to enable the SAP business processes.    WiPro: Cisco and Wipro are partnering to provide customers with compelling option to convert from Nortel TDM to Cisco IP.Accenture Traction, Beginning work with CSC and BainGlobal Services Alliances – architectural and operational alignment to deliver collaborative solutions with globally consistent services delivery to meet the needs of global and multinational customers
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Consistently recognized for industry-leading services innovation, best practices, and 
services excellence 

 

J.D. Power and Associates 2011 Certified Technology Service & Support ProgramSM, 
developed in conjunction with TSIA. For more information, visit www.jdpower.com or 
www.tsia.com. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Update May 2011Once again, we’ve got new awards and industry recognition to share with you!SUMMARYThese reflect some recent awards and certifications for Cisco Services All of these awards position us above our competitors when it comes to Support performance, web support, engineer certifications, and value to the customer. Industry recognition and customer satisfaction contribute to the overall Cisco brand, and directly to Cisco’s bottom line:Prospective buyers see Cisco as setting the gold standard for service and support.  There is an indisputable link between mind share (being seen as a leader) and market share.To highlight some awards:  NEW INDUSTRY AWARDS 2011 J.D. Power and Associates Certified Technology Service and SupportProgram �This distinction recognizes Cisco for delivering “An Outstanding Technology Service and Support” experience to customers globally. Cisco was previously certified in 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010 and 2011.  Jointly developed by J.D. Power and Associates and the Technology Services Industry Association (TSIA), the program evaluates overall customer satisfaction and helps technology support organizations increase their efficiency and effectiveness in customer service. The certification also helps customers identify those companies that have demonstrated customer service excellence before selecting which technology products to purchase.2011 STAR Awards for Best PracticesCisco won the Technology Services Industry Association (TSIA) STAR Awards for Best Practices for Best Online Support and Service Delivery Optimization.  Cisco is recognized for most successfully leveraging Web-based technologies and knowledge management processes to provide an effective Web self-service experience, including driving customer adoption of online support, personalizing the experience, using customer feedback for improvement, and measuring customer success for ongoing improvement.  This was a joint application between Consumer Business Group and TS’ Services Product Management and Technology (SPMT) and a a big win for our Support Website.  The Association of Support Professionals (ASP) 2011 "Ten Best Web Support Sites" and Hall of Fame Award:  The Support Website on Cisco.com was recently named one of the "Ten Best Web Support Sites" by the Association of Support Professionals (ASP). This industry award showcases excellence in online service and support. This is the seventh time the TS Web team has earned the award. In 2007, Cisco was named to ASP’s “Hall of Fame” for winning the award for at least four years. 2009 STAR Awards for Best Practices   Cisco Services earned two STAR Awards for Best Practices in 2009, sponsored by the Service & Support Professionals Association (SSPA). These awards for Best Practices recognize companies for developing, implementing, and benchmarking the most innovative and efficient processes for service and support delivery. 2009 SSPA STAR Award for Best Online Community Offered for the first time this year, the Best Online Community award recognizes Cisco for high customer and partner participation rates utilizing discussion forums and wikis. Cisco’s Support Wiki and the Cisco NetPro Forum allow Technical Services to scale. By providing these avenues for Cisco partners and customers to interact and provide real-live experiences with our products, we are better able to offer the most up-to-date support information on products, services, and solutions. 2009 SSPA STAR Award for Best Online Support AwardAlthough Cisco has won the Best Online Support category award five times previously, the sixth win is particularly exciting because it was a collaborative effort on the part of Cisco Services and the Cisco Consumer Business Group (CBG), formerly the Linksys division. This award recognizes our web-based technologies and Knowledge Management processes that provide an effective, yet personalized, online self-service support experience for2008 SSPA STAR Award for Consumer SupportChosen over finalist Xerox, this service excellence award recognizes the responsiveness of Cisco CBG (Linksys) support centers and the greatest use of web self service and knowledge bases for improving CSAT.  During the period of January 2006 to September 2008, CBG implemented self-service eSupport alternatives that now handle over 4 million Customer contacts per month!2008 SSPA STAR Award for Outstanding ImprovementEdging out finalists Dell and Intuit, this service excellence award recognizes the results of years of concentrated work performed by Cisco’s Consumer Business Group (Linksys) to drive Customer Satisfaction and First Contact Resolution to world-class performance levels.  During the period of October 2005 to present, the Consumer Business Group (Linksys) raised CSAT from 58% to 82% while increasing First Contact Resolution from 48% to 65%.2008 SSPA award is for Best Embedded Product Support.  This best practice award recognizes Cisco for Smart Call Home which offers proactive diagnostics and real-time alerts on Cisco devices.  This win reflects Cisco's innovation in Next Gen devices and also underscores the relevancy of CA's Smart Services strategy.� 2008 SSPA STAR Award for Best Customer CommitmentSelected over finalists Dell and Agilent Computer, this best practices award recognizes Cisco CBG for most effective use of Customer Satisfaction data to drive continuous improvements in CSAT and FCR.  During the period of October 2005 to present, the Consumer Business Group (Linksys) raised CSAT from 58% to 82% while increasing First Contact Resolution from 48% to 65%.The Association of Support Professionals (ASP) 2008 "Ten Best Web Support Sites" Award:  The Support Website on Cisco.com was recently named one of the "Ten Best Web Support Sites" by the Association of Support Professionals (ASP). This industry award showcases excellence in online service and support. This is the fifth time the TS Web team has earned the award. Last year, Cisco was named to ASP’s “Hall of Fame” for winning the award for at least four years. 2007 Star Award for Service Excellence in Partner Management in Enterprise and induction into the SSPA Hall of Fame�Cisco Services earned its fifth STAR Award, sponsored by the Service & Support Professionals Association (SSPA) and was thus inducted into the SSPA Hall of Fame. Winning a Star Award reflects that Cisco and our support center have been acknowledged by peers as being among the best in the business. The Star Award for Service Excellence in Partner Management was awarded to Cisco because we excel at leveraging third party providers for the seamless delivery of service and support with high levels of customer satisfaction.  The Localization Industry Standards Association (LISA) Best International Web Support Sites Award�The Localization Industry Standards Association (LISA) Association of Support Professionals (ASP) recognized the Cisco Support Websites: Japanese, Portuguese, Russian, and Spanish editions, among the 2008/2009 Best International Web Support Sites. This award honors companies that excel in providing local language support websites to their international customers.Aberdeen Group 2007 Achievement Award �Cisco Systems receiving the Executive Stewardship Award for achieving performance heights due to direct involvement and leadership from executive management. The award was presented to Jim Fuller, Sr. Director Service Supply Chain, Cisco.2007 Star Award induction into the SSPA Hall of Fame�Cisco Services earned its fifth STAR Award, sponsored by the Service & Support Professionals Association (SSPA) and was thus inducted into the SSPA Hall of Fame. Winning a Star Award reflects that Cisco and our support center have been acknowledged by peers as being among the best in the business. The Localization Industry Standards Association (LISA) 2007 Best International Web Support Sites Award:  The Localization Industry Standards Association (LISA) Association of Support Professionals (ASP) recognized the Spanish and Japanese editions of the Cisco Support Website among the 2007 Best International Web Support Sites. This award recognizes companies that excel in providing local language support websites to their international customers and shows how TS is supporting Cisco's growth in Emerging Countries.(http://www.lisa.org/awards/2007/)
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J ohn C hambers  
President and CEO 

“Customer success and 
satisfaction are at the heart 
of Cisco’s business strategy 
and key drivers of our 
current and future success” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
John Chambers, Cisco’s President and CEO, says often that customer success and satisfaction are at the heart of Cisco’s business strategy and key drivers of our current and future success.  This philosophy is infused throughout our company.  It guides each and every one of our service engagements.  Your satisfaction is our success.
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Thank you. 
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